Some existed fuzzy regression methods have some special requirements for the object of study, such as assuming the observed values as symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers or imposing a non-negative constraint of regression parameters. In this paper, we propose a left-right fuzzy regression method, which is applicable to various forms of observed values. We present a fuzzy distance and partial order between two left-right (LR) fuzzy numbers and we let the mean fuzzy distance between the observed and estimated values as the mean fuzzy error, then make the mean fuzzy error minimum to get the regression parameter. We adopt two criteria involving mean fuzzy error (comparative mean fuzzy error based on partial order) and SSE to compare the performance of our proposed method with other methods. Finally four different types of numerical examples are given to illustrate that our proposed method has feasibility and wide applicability.
Introduction
As a widely used statistical method, regression analysis is playing a more and more important role in model establishment and prediction evaluation. The traditional regression analysis requires accurate data, but in practice, the information obtained in many cases is not accurate. In this regard, Zadeh [1] founded the fuzzy set theory in 1965, which provided theoretical support for the fuzzy regression analysis. In 1980, Dubois [2] proposed to take LR fuzzy numbers to represent the input, output or parameters of the system. On this basis, scholars combined with the extension principle to promote the application of fuzzy linear For the first time, Tanaka [3] set up an FLR model with parameter that was fuzzy number, which adopted linear programming method for parameter estimation with the criterion of minimum of fuzziness index. They regard the fuzzy parameters as the reflection of the estimation deviations in the linear function.
However, Tanaka's model can't be widely applied, because the model requires crisp input. But in some case, the input is fuzzy number. Thus this approach was later improved by Sakawa [4] , they proposed the multi-objective linear regression analysis of fuzzy input and fuzzy output, and established an interactive decision-making method based on linear programming to solve the multi-objective linear programming problem.
In 1988, Diamond [5] set up an FLR model with triangular fuzzy number, which adopted least squares method for parameter estimation with the criterion of minimum of deviations between the observed values and the estimated values.
In 2002, Wu [6] proposed the method for obtaining the fuzzy least squares estimators based on extension principle in fuzzy sets theory. According to the usual least squares estimators, he also constructed the membership functions of fuzzy least squares estimators. In the same year, Yang [7] combined linear programming based methods with fuzzy least squares methods, and proposed two methods for estimating fuzzy parameters: approximate-distance and interval-distance fuzzy least-squares. Modarres [8] regarded the predictability of linear programming approach which is not so satisfactory and the computation of the fuzzy least squares method is complicated. Therefore, they develop three mathematical programming models called risk-neutral, risk-averse and risk-seeking problems.
In recent years, scholars have improved and promoted the fuzzy regression method, but some methods are not rigorous when it comes to error estimation and sometimes there are some special requirements for the object of study, such as the observations should be symmetric fuzzy triangular fuzzy number, constraints that the regression parameters should be non-negative. Moreover, in multivariate fuzzy linear regression, their model results are not so satisfactory due to the huge difference between the two inputs. Therefore, Roldan [9] proposed the concept of family of fuzzy semi-distances between fuzzy numbers and combined with least squares method to obtain regression parameters. Then G.
Alfonso [10] introduced a fuzzy regression procedure involving a class a fuzzy numbers defined by some level sets called finite fuzzy numbers.
The main purpose of this paper is to introduce a fuzzy regression method using the fuzzy distance between left right fuzzy numbers. In order to do this, in Section 2 some preliminary theories of left-right fuzzy distance and partial order are given. In Section 3 some properties of LR fuzzy distance are studied and the concrete formula for calculating the fuzzy distance is determined. In Section 4, the fuzzy distance is used as the mean fuzzy error, then the minimized mean fuzzy error is used as the objective function and the stepwise regression is used to solve it. In Section 5, we apply the proposed model and other previous models in four different types of examples, and compare the models by SSE and mean fuzzy error based on the partial order.
Preliminaries
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The Fuzzy Regression Procedure Based on LRFN
In this section, the regression methodology of minimizing the mean fuzzy error as the objective function is introduction. The regression parameters is obtained by the least square method based on Theorem 3.2, and Proposition 3.3 to contrast which is the model with least fuzzy error. 
where 1 2 3 4 , , , ε ε ε ε are the residuals (i.e., real-valued random variables such that , , , y y y y we calculate a mean fuzzy error using the previous equation. Finally, we sort the fuzzy models using the partial order  and, for the optimal solution of the fuzzy regression problem, we choose the fuzzy model with the lowest fuzzy error.
The main purpose of this paper is to develop a LR fuzzy methodology that can Journal of Data Analysis and Information Processing be considered easy to understand and powerful. Based on this, we will consider using the stepwise linear regression method to solve the problem. Stepwise regression is a method of fitting regression models in which the choice of predictive variables is carried out by an automatic procedure. Eliminate unimportant explanatory variables to ensure that only significant variables are included in the regression equation before each new variable is introduced. The final set of explanatory variables is optimal. We propose to consider models obtained by this approach in the solution of the fuzzy problem.
Applying the previous methodology, we will obtain the fuzzy regression models Ŷ  . To evaluate the goodness-of-fit of the different models, we considered two numerical estimations of the following statistics: 
Numerical Example Example 1. Triangular fuzzy observations
In this example, the fuzzy input-output data from Sakawa [4] are used. One explanatory variable and the dependent variable for all observations are represented as triangular fuzzy numbers, as listed in the left part of Table 1 .
We use these data to regress the fuzzy response variable ( ) , , X x x x = as the exploratory random variable.
In order to search for a suitable fuzzy regression model capable to express the statistical relationship between Y  and X, we consider the methodology explained previously. We used the stepwise method to select the explanatory variables which are needed to build the model. Therefore, proposed method (PM) with the lowest error is given by From Example 1, it was found that if data were single variable symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers, the performance of these models were similar, except for the SYM. So there were a few changes in the data [12] of this example. The input was a single variable real number and the output was LR fuzzy number.
Since SYM perform badly in Example 1, it would no longer be added to the comparison.
Following Yang [7] 's work, their model is constructed as Table 3 from Chen [13] . Journal of Data Analysis and Information Processing Table 5 lists the estimation errors from the earlier models based on the two criteria, ε and SSE. Figure 4 also depicts the observed values and the fuzzy estimated values of each model. The same as that of Example 2 is that the input of this example is also crisp and the mean fuzzy error ε and SSE of our model are slightly greater than or equal to the error of the YLM. What's different from Example 2 is that this example has two independent variables, which distinguishes YLM and PM from CHM and KCM. The error of CHM and KCM is obviously larger than that of YLM and PM. 
Conclusion
The previous four different types of examples suggested that when the data structure was simple, for example, in Example 1 the data were single variable symmetric triangular fuzzy number, in Example 2 the input was a single variable crisp and the output was LR fuzzy number, in Example 4 the input was multivariate crisp and the output was LR fuzzy number, PM was not significantly better than any other model, but also not inferior to other models. When the data structure was complex, for example, in Example 3 the input was multivariate LR fuzzy number and the output also was LR fuzzy number, PM was significantly better than other models. This could be explained by those previous models which did not investigate the influence of the left and right values of input on the center value of output or the center value of input to the left and right values of output. In practice, there is more than one factor that affects the dependent variable, which indicates that our model could have a wider range of application.
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